Catalysis of a rotational transition in a peptide by crystal forces.
Detailed examination of the dynamics trajectories of the isolated cyclic peptide cyclo-(Ala-Pro-D-Phe)2 and of the molecule in its crystalline environment led to the unexpected observation that the methyl groups of the alanine residues rotated more frequently during a simulation in the crystal environment than in a simulation of the isolated peptide. In effect, the crystal environment is "catalyzing" the rotational isomerization of the methyl groups. In order to understand how the crystal forces increase the rate of this rotation, and to explore any possible analogy to the inducing of strained conformations of ligands by enzymes, the barriers to rotation in the two environments were studied by using the torsion angle forcing method. The crystal forces induce a different, higher energy, conformation of the peptide than is found for the isolated molecule, and the different rates of rotation have been explained in terms of the resulting specific intramolecular interactions that, it turns out, give rise to the lower rotational barrier. Molecular dynamics simulations of the peptide were also run at higher temperatures in order to calculate the barriers to rotation through the use of Arrhenius plots. The barriers obtained in this way agree well with the barriers obtained through an adiabatic reaction path derived by rotating the methyl through the barrier while minimizing all remaining degrees of freedom. The rates of rotation calculated from these adiabatic barriers also agree well with the rates observed during the 300 K simulations.